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ABSTRACT 
 
Modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) needs a control which validates packing correctly with the right gas and in 
accordance the specifications of each product, ensuring it from the first until the last MAP package of the production. As is 
automate and streamline processes avoiding the unnecessary wastes in a clear goal in food industry, on-line analyzing of 
O2/CO2 gives quality assurance of all MAP production, while monitoring the process, savings costs in gas consumption, 
minimizing packaging material waste, reducing labour with software to stores all data automatically. 
 
 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The food industry is walking toward news 
packages to ensure products shelf life, 
freshness, quality, nutritional properties, 
colour, texture or maturation.  
 
All this, within an environment demanding 
higher speed on of machines, complex 
package designs, intelligent packages, 
different barrier permeation levels, EU 
regulations on waste or audit requirements 
as BRC or IFS. 
 
In this article, we will refer to all food 
products pack in MAP: IV and V “gamma” 
food, bakery, meats, dairy, fish, vegetables, 
which require different package 
presentations, different permeability 
proprieties and different modified 
atmosphere mix. 
 
There always is a starting point, a specific 
gas concentration ideal to preserve a product 
in MAP. To be certain that the product will 
reach its shelf life in MAP, gas concentration 
in the package should be the one prescribed 

for that product from the moment it’s 
produced.  
 
Many parameters are needed to reach our 
goals when a product is in MAP. Having a 
complete control of the process from cell one 
is essential to meet them. In terms of quality 
assurance, online gas analyzing is an 
effective and efficient system. 
 
Assuring O2 and CO2 concentration from the 
first package and monitoring the process will 
prevent from rework, repack and recalls. 
 
More over Dansensor MAP Check 3 new 
technology for online analyzing with GasSave 
function gives us a complete control of the 
process regulating automatically gas flushing 
to meet requirements. This function also 
presents an important costs savings on gas. 
 
What about data? What about audits (IFS, 
BRC)? MAP Check 3 allows monitoring all 
measurements, alarms, product storing all 
data in the unit with access from PC 
Software. 
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MAP is a growing application, and the future 
of MAP products depends on optimum and 
appropriate quality control (QC/QA). 
 
MAP Check 3 is the present solution to 
assure it. 
 
 
2. Experimental 
 

 
Figure 1: MAP Check 3 Stand-Alone 

 
2.1 Map Check 3 
 
MAP Check 3 has been designed to ensure 
MAP production. It is an online gas analyzer 
for usage mainly in the MAP industry for food 
packaging applications. Basically the device 
can measure O2 and/or CO2 in a packaging 
machine through a measuring hose 
connected to the back of the device. 
 

The device testes and ensure every package 
–far more quickly and efficiently than with 
manual testing. And if there’s a problem, 
production stops automatically, helping to 
avoid recalls or repack the entire batch. 
 
2.2 Flow system 
 
The figures below show the internal flow 
system of the MAP Check 3. 
 
For normal on-line measuring the internal 
pump suctions the measuring gas from the 
probe to an overflow. 
 
The total flow through the unit is 
approximately 425 ml/min. The restriction is 
calibrated to ensure that exactly 75 ml/min. 
passes through the CO2 and O2 sensor 
system. 
 
The excess flow as well as the measuring 
flow is discharged on the rear of MAP Check 
3. The pressure sensors PS1 and PS2 are 
used to detect clogged sample hoses to 
initiate automatic flush-back cleaning (if 
enabled) and are also used for pressure 
compensation of the O2 and CO2 sensors. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Standard MAP Check 3 with one measuring input and a flush-back connection 
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2.3 GasSave 
 
GasSave is an option to regulate 
automatically gas flushing according to 
programmed O2/CO2 values. Only logging in 
the O2 residual value, MAP Check 3 will flush 
necessary gas mix to reach exact designed 
O2% level. This option can save 20-50% gas 
consumption. For devices with GasSave 
installed a secondary gas flow system is used 
(Figure 3). 
 
The gas input of this system is connected to 
the gas supply and output is then fed to 
packaging machine. Typically the GasSave 
operates with a programmable window of 
target gas concentration measured by MAP 
Check 3 and the internal proportional valve 
will control gas flow to maintain the window. 
 
Alternatively GasSave can also be used as a 
simple flow regulator to keep a specified 
target flow. When GasSave regulation mode 
is set to Gas the GasSave function, it 
regulates the flow so that the gas 
concentration is maintained using as little 
gas as possible. 
 
GasSave functions and influence of the 
various parameters:  
 

 GasSave regulation gas 
 
This is the gas that the GasSave regulates 
on. Only a gas that is displayed in the 
product can be used for regulation. You can 
choose from either O2 or CO2 assuming that 
the device has both sensors installed. If the 
CO2 measurement is not used for the product 
then O2 will automatically be chosen as the 
gas reference for regulation.  
 

 Regulation maximum - minimum 
 
Upper and lower gas concentration limits for 
the GasSave regulation gas. If the device 
measures a higher concentration than set in 
the Regulation maximum parameter, it will 
increase the gas flow to lower the 
concentration. This value must be smaller 
than 100 or the regulation will never start to 
increase the flow. Opposite if the device 
measures a lower concentration than set in 
the Regulation minimum parameter, it will 
decrease the gas flow to raise the 
concentration. This value must be larger than 
0 or the regulation will never start to 
decrease the flow. The minimum regulation 
value must of course be smaller than the 
maximum regulation. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: MAP Check 3 with one measuring input and a flush-back connection with GasSave function. 

 
 

 Flow maximum - minimum  
 

Upper and lower limits for the GasSave flow. 
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When the packaging machine stops, the flow 
is slowly regulated down to the minimum 
flow because no gas is used. The lowest 
possible setting is 6 l/min. When an AUX-
signal is enabled, the flow will quickly get 
back to “normal” when products start to 
arrive again. 
 
When AUX-signal is disabled, the minimum 
flow prevents the flow from being lowered to 
an unrealistic level, e.g. due to a brief 
production interruption. Even though it will 
result in a higher gas consumption, we still 
recommend that the minimum flow is set a 
bit higher compared to when AUX-signal is 
enabled because when products start, the 
regulation cannot keep up and it takes a few 
seconds before the gas has been flushed 
down to the correct concentration. The 
Maximum flow parameter prevents the flow 
from increasing to maximum (e.g. 500 l/min) 
due to an error, if the normal consumption 
rate is much lower. 
 

 Maximum flush-in time - Flush-in flow 
 
Time and flow rate for the Flush-in function. 
When the packaging machine starts again 
after it has been stopped either manually or 
by the packaging machine logic or after 
expiration of Flow hold timeout (if AUX-signal 
is enabled) the GasSave does a flush-in to 
quickly reestablish the correct gas 
concentration. The "Maximum flush-in time" 
should be set to the period of time it takes to 
flush down to an acceptable gas 
concentration plus 10 seconds. Setting the 
time to 0 will disable the flush-in function. 

 Flow control timeout 
 
Enables use of an AUX-signal when set to a 
value higher that 0. 
 
If the use of AUX-signal is enabled, the 
device expects to receive both a measuring 
signal and a pulse signal from the packaging 
machine for the GasSave to regulate. The 
pulses from the packaging machine can be 
given e.g. for each stroke or every time a 
new product is fed. The pulses are solely 
used as “heartbeat” signals to indicate that 
the packaging machine is running. Every 
time a pulse is received the “Flow control 
timeout” period is reset and the gas 
regulation continues. If the “Flow control 
timeout” period expires before a pulse is 
received, the device assumes that packaging 
machine has stopped and the “Flow hold 
timeout” period will start. 
 
When the “Flow hold timeout” period expires, 
the regulation is set free again. If no AUX-
signal is received, the gas is regulated down 
to the minimum flow. If an AUX-signal is 
received again within the “Flow control 
timeout” period, the flow is raised to 
“normal” again. If an AUX-signal is received 
after the “Flow control timeout” period has 
expired, the device starts a “Flush-in flow” to 
quickly reach the correct gas concentration 
again. 
 

 Flow hold timeout 
 
When the “Flow hold timeout” period expires, 
the regulation is set free again. If no AUX-
signal is received, the gas is regulated down 
to the minimum flow. If an AUX-signal is 
received again within the “Flow control 
timeout” period, the flow is raised to 
“normal” again. If an AUX-signal is received 
after the “Flow control timeout” period has 
expired, the device starts a “Flush-in flow” to 
quickly reach the correct gas concentration 
again. When the “Flow control timeout” 
period expires (because no AUX-pulses are 
received - see above) the gas flow “freezes” 
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at the current level to avoid that flow 
decreases too much, if it is only a brief stop. 
At the same time the “Flow hold timeout” 
period will start. If a pulse is received during 
the “Flow hold timeout” period, the “Flow 
control timeout” will be reset and the normal 
flow control resumes. If the “Flow hold 
timeout” period expires before a pulse is 
received the regulation is released and the 
“Minimum flow” setting will be ignored, 
enabling the lowest possible gas flow to save 
gas. 
 

 Positive/Negative gain 
 
Negative and positive control factor. 
These two factors determine how quick the 
gas flow should be increased and decreased. 
When the flow rate changes based on the O2 
or CO2 value measured, this takes place 
twice per second. The following example 
assumes a low Regulation min/max and N2 
as GasSave gas: 
 
When the measured O2 value is higher than 
"Regulation maximum", the gas flow [l/min] 
is increased by a value depending on the 
difference between the measured O2 value 
and "Regulation maximum" multiplied by the 
"Positive gain" factor.  
 
If the "Positive gain" factor is set too high, 
the gas flow will reach "Maximum flow" 
before the measured O2 value drops below 
"Regulation maximum". When using a 
correctly set "Positive gain" factor the flow 
will slowly increase until the measured O2 
value is just below the "Maximum flow". 
 
This also applies to the "Negative gain" 
factor. If factor is set too high, the gas flow 
will decrease to "Minimum flow", before the 
measured O2 value exceeds "Regulation 
minimum". 
 
2.4 Package machine hold function 
 
When you activate this function in the MAP 
Check 3, the packaging machine will wait for 

a positive response from MAP Check 3 on 
MAP O2/CO2 level, before producing the first 
pack. 
 
When the packaging machine is reset, MAP 
Check 3 starts flushing and will analyze the 
atmosphere on the package assuring its 
reaches the program % level before it gives 
the feedback to start package. 
So, this system allows having the correct 
O2/CO2 level from the first package, avoiding 
product wastes.  
 
2.5 Segurity system: flush back function 
 
The basic device has a built-in "Flush-Back" 
function to ensure measuring accuracy by 
continuously monitoring the sample system 
and periodically performing automatic 
cleaning of measuring gas hoses. 
 
If MAP Check 3 detects any problem of 
pressure, the Flush Back function is activated 
automatically. This function can also be 
programmed with specific sequence. 
 
2.6 Map mix provectus 
 
MAP Check 3 is designed to control MAP Mix 
Provectus mixer. 
 
From the MAP Check 3 all mixer functions 
and menus can be displayed and operated. If 
both devices are connected GasSave function 
wouldn’t be necessary for MAP Check 3, as 
flow could be regulated by the mixer’s mass 
flowmetres.  
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Figure 4: MAP Check 3 controlling MAP Mix Provectus. 

 
2.7 Multiplexer 
 
MAP Check 3 can be equipped with3 channels 
multiplexer unit for 3 samples points. This 
function is conceived to monitor a complete 
process where gas flushing may be required 
in different points. 
 
Some application of VFFS packaging 
machines may require gas flushing on 
different points: For instance reaching 5% O2 
in hopper and 1%O2 in forming funnel. 
Multiplexor can monitor up to 3 different 
sequenced positions, giving and alarm or 
stopping the process if any of them is our of 
specification. 
 
This option can be combined with GasSave 
option for automatic gas flush regulation 
(Figure 5). With the multiplexer, the 
customer can measure different parts of a 
chamber or process. 

 
The 3 different sampling hoses can be 
programmed in sequence, measuring time 
and priority.  
 

 
Figure 5: Exemple of a Multiplexer program. 

 
 
2.8 Data logging  
 
With MAP Check 3 the data can be logged, 
displayed and exported to the computer 
easily. This function is very useful for a 
better control data logging, audits and 
reduces labour cost and waste costs. 
 
The standalone version includes a colour 
touch screen where user can see, create 
products and configures the different 
options.  
 
The system can report all the errors caused 
in the equipment. These errors can be sent 
to the Dansensor Technical Service to know 
the historic of the device (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 6: MAP Check 3 equipped with the 3 channel multiplexer unit for 3 sample inputs. 
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Figure 7: Main Menu of the colour Interface. 

 
Once the settings are configured by staff, 
they can be copied to a pen drive/memory 
stick. If you ever have any problems with the 
device this configuration can be copied to a 
new one. 
 
The PC Software allows user register all data 
automatically in the computer and configures 
the different settings easily from the PC to 
the MAP Check 3. 
 
 
2.9 Map Check 3 versions 
 
MAP Check 3 has different configurations 
available: 
 

 Stand-Alone 
 Black-Box 
 O2  or CO2 or O2+CO2 sensors 
 Multiplexer (MUX) 3 measuring points 
 GasSave 

 

 
Figure 8: MAP Check 3 Black-box version. 

 
 
 

2.10 Overview 
 

 
Figure 9: MAP Check 3 frontal overview. 

 
 

 1. 5" touch panel color display 
(“Stand-Alone” versions only). For 
intuitive operation of the device by 
use of explanatory icons and easy 
understandable text messages and 
buttons. 

 
 2. USB host. For connection of a 

memory stick (“Stand-Alone” versions 
only). The connector is fitted with a 
water-proof cover. All versions have a 
USB connector on the backside of the 
device as well. 
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 3. ON/Status indicator (“Black-Box” 
versions only). When lit power is on. 
Colour/light combinations indicate the 
following: 

o Green - steady Ready 
o Green - flashing Measuring 
o Red - steady Heating/Error 

(Fault) 
o Red - flashing Warning 

 
 

 
Figure 10: MAP Check 3 back overview. 

 
 

 4.”POWER”. Power supply connector 
 

 5. Cooling air inlet grille. With dust 
filter and a fan inside the device 

 
 6. Cooling air outlet grille. With dust 

filter 
 
 7. “MEASURE CHANNEL (1-3)”. 

Connectors for sample gas probes 
(Multiplexer option). Standard models 
have only one measuring gas inlet 

 
 8. “FLUSH BACK”. Connector for 

flush-back gas inlet 
 
 9. “SENSOR GAS OUT”. Connector for 

sensor gas outlet 
 
 10. “SAMPLE GAS OUT”. Connector 

for excess sample gas outlet 
 

 11. “GAS IN”. Gas inlet connector for 
“GasSave” system (option) 

 
 12. “GAS OUT”. Gas outlet connector 

for “GasSave” system (option) 
 

 13. “I/O CONTROL”. Communication 
port (D-SUB 25) for packaging 
machine control signals 

 
 14. “COM1”. RS232 port (D-SUB 9) 

for connection to packaging machine 
 
 15.  “COM2”. RS232 port (D-SUB 9) 

for control of MAP Mix Provectus gas 
mixer and for connection to terminal 
server for configuration (“Black-Box”). 

 
 16. LAN/Ethernet port. Connection to 

local computer network for: 
- External data collection (LAN Data 
dump) 
- Communication with PC software 
- Modbus TCP communication with 
packaging machine 
The port has 2 built-in status indicator 
LED’s 

 
 17. USB host. For connection of a 

memory stick “Stand-Alone” versions 
have a USB connector on the device 
front as well. 

 
IP45 Protection Kit (Option) 
 

 
Figure 11: MAP Check 3 Protection Kit overview. 
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 18. IP45 protection for cable 
connections. 

 
 19. IP45 protection for cooling air 

inlet and outlet. 
 
 20. IP45 cabinet protection frames 

(front/back). 
 
 21. Front feet extensions. The 

purpose of the feet extensions is to 
tilt the device app. 3° to enable any 
water to run off. The extensions have 
no influence on the tightness of the 
device. 
 
 

3. Results and discussion  
 
3.1 Case stories 
 
PBI Dansensor has made case study on some 
manufacture and packaging food which 
installed this equipment in their lines of 
modified atmosphere packaging. 
 
It showed the cases study attached to this 
article. 
 
3.2 Advantages over the rest online 
analyzers  
 

 MAP Check 3 is the result of years 
experience in the Modified 
Atmosphere Packaging Control.  

 
 Collects all the function of the 

previous versions in only one device 
more economical: MAP Assurance, 
PFC (Proportional Gas-Flow 
Controller), Flush Back Function,  

 
 Incorporates new functions and 

innovations: 
o Data logging system: 

 
- Increased data logging 

capabilities 
- PC Software (optional) 
- USB Front 
- Easy to use graphical user 

colour interface 
- Log and display of gas 

consumption 
 

o Package Machine Hold Function 
 
o Enabled to control the new 

mixer MAP MIX Provectus 
which incorporates GasSave 
function. 

 
o Different new configurations: 

- CO2 Sensor only 
configuration 

- 3 Channel Multiplexer 
- IP 45 protection kit 
 
 

3.3 Application sectors 
 
MAP Check 3 has application in many food 
sectors. VI and V gamma food, bakery, 
meats, dairy, fish, vegetables are clears 
examples where is essential this application, 
as they are food products which need a 
correct modified atmosphere for each one to 
preserve a longer shelf-life with good 
qualities.  
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